General Information

**EAEH Map in Daejeon**

**Map Points**

1. **KAIST E9 Building**  
   291 Daehak-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon

2. **Institute for Basic Science**  
   55 Expo-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon

3. **LOTTE City Hotel Daejeon**  
   33 Expo-ro 123beon-gil, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon

4. **KAIST Enterance**

5. **KAIST Faculty Club**  
   (E5 Building)

---

**How to find E9 building in KAIST**
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1. Library

2. **Duck pond**

---

**How the buildings look like**
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1. Building 1

2. Building 2

3. Building 3

4. Building 4

5. Building 5
Floor Plans: Science Culture Center, Institute for Basic Science (IBS)

Science Culture Center of IBS, 2nd Floor

Science Culture Center of IBS, 3rd Floor